OFFICE MEMORANDUM


Reference is invited to this office OM of even no 1018 dated 25.07.2018 on the subject cited above.

2. As per the OM ibid all Heads of Media Units and Heads of Department were requested to issue necessary directions to all field formation(s) under their Administrative jurisdiction to shortlist the cases for the Pension Adalat and intimate the same to the Nodal Officer nominated for the purpose latest by August 10, 2018. However, the requisite information is still awaited from the Heads of the media units and Heads of Department except DG(BOC) erstwhile Song & Drama Division, Press Registrar of India (RNI), Director (EMMC), Dy. Secretary (Admn), Main Sectt., Mio I&B and CEO(CBFC).

3. In view of this the remaining Heads of Media Units and Heads of Department are again requested to furnish the requisite information latest by 23.08.2018 positively to the Nodal Officer nominated for the purpose.

4. This may please be treated as MOST URGENT.

Copy to:
1. CEO, Prasar Bharati and Member (Finance), Prasar Bharati
2. DG(BOC) erstwhile DFP & DAVP/DG(PIB)/DG(DPD)/DG(Film Division)
3. DG(DD)/DG(AIR)
4. Director(DFF)/Director(Photo Division)/Director(NMC)/Director(NFAI)/HoD(FCAT)
5. ADG(B&A), Prasar Bharati with the request to furnish consolidated information in r/o accounting jurisdiction of PAOs attached with Prasar Bharati.

Copy for information to:-
1. PPS to Secretary (I&B)/AS&FA/AS(I&B)
2. JS(P&A)/JS(Film)/JS(B-I)/JS(B-II)